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My House
Didn't Sell

PRICING            PREPARING           PROFESSIONALS



"My neighbors house sold as
soon as it went up for sale"

"My real estate agent isn't
keeping his/her promises"

"Why should I keep the
house so clean when we

aren't getting any offers"

"As soon as the agent got
the listing they
disappeared" 

"there hasn't been an open
house in over a month"

"I don't care what the
agent said, I know my
house is worth more"



A house that's seen minimal movement on the

market for months is frustrating. In fact,

frustrating might be an understatement. That's

why, if you have yet to find a buyer, it's important

to take a step back and assess exactly why your

house isn't selling

I am sure you're tired of all the calls and door

knocks from agents, so I want to truly give you

information that you can 1. understand and 2.

take action on.  

Like what I have to say?

I would love to speak more with you about how

I can help you sell your home , my action plan to

do that, and what you can expect from the

process.

Contact me any time:

 

Julie Freeman

208-296-7516

info@realpropertytv.com

 

 

do any of these phrases sound familiar?  Perhaps you have even said one or two of them

since listing your home for sale.  It is ok, you can still sell your home and still receive top

dollar for it.  What you need is a plan, a price, and a professional.

My home didn't sell...now what?

Listing your home for sale can be an

overwhelming, exciting and emotional

experience all at the same time.  But what

happens when your home doesn't sell?  You

can imagine all the positive emotions quickly

turn to negatives - disappointment, anger,

blame, wonder, and bewilderment.  

These emotions are only natural when your

house didn't sell.  After all, this is your home. 

You've poured blood, sweat and possibly tears

into your home.  You've made forever memories

inside this property.  This house is perhaps the

home where you brought your first child;

purchased after a job promotion; relocated to

and started a new life and made new best

friends; or, raised your children.

The list of good feelings about your home is

endless.  You've accepted that it is time to

move, for whatever reason.  You've offered your

home to the public, and nobody wanted it?!

Hi, I am Julie.



So many
showings...but no

offers.



quizhomeowner

1          2          3          4          5Did you price your home according to the comps your agent pulled

and suggested you should price at?

How much effort did you put into cleaning your home (I said

cleaning not just picking up) before every showing?
1          2          3          4          5

How well did you pre-pack before your home hit the market? 1          2          3          4          5

Did you keep your yard mowed or maintained during the entire time

you had your home on the market?

Did you complete all the repairs your agent suggested making

before listing? 

1          2          3          4          5

1          2          3          4          5

the professional listing photos represents the homes features. 1          2          3          4          5

The marketing plan presented by your agent was executed as

planned.

1          2          3          4          5

The results
If you (truthfully) answered mostly 5's then the reason your home didn't sell comes

down to price.  If you can honestly say you did your absolute best to present your

home to the market, then you are unfortunately over priced. 

If you answered mostly 3's, then you need to consider preparing for showings a little

bit better and making a few more repairs or deep cleaning to get the full price.

If you answered mostly 1's, you need to look at changing agents, lowering your price,

and being honest with yourself.  (ouch...I know) 





over priced
your home is 

The number one reason that a house doesn't sell is the price. When selling

your house, it is important to price it objectively. That is hard for many

sellers, because they have an emotional attachment to their home (which is

perfectly understandable), and they tend to price it too high.  

Remember, there is no better time to sell your

home than the first few days or weeks on the

market.  This is what we refer to as the "golden

time" in the real estate business.  There will

never be more excitement or interest in your

listing than the first 30 days.

Real Data Isn't Lying to You

There is no conspiracy against you when your

home doesn't sell.  The market/public merely

has said that your home is not worth paying

what you are asking.  As a seller, you must trust

the experts and look at the comparable sold

properties and data objectively.  Buyers will. Any

good agent should present you with solid

numbers as hard evidence to why they suggest

a specific list price for your home.

You're Lying to Yourself

When your house isn't selling, you may be guilty

of lying to yourself.  Here's what I mean - you're

not honest with yourself about the comparable

properties.  Your emotions have gotten the best

of you, and you suddenly see your house as the

equivalent of bigger, more beautiful homes.

If you price your home too high and you do not

receive an offer, most sellers begin to reduce

the price of their home until it sells which can

create a free fall and downward spiral to where

the seller starts to receive low-ball offers on their

property.

Once you start reducing the price of your home,

it invites low-ball offers because a buyer sees

you as more "desperate" to get rid of your home.

 If you price the home reasonably, you may end

up with more money in your pocket in the end

than you would with a price too high followed

by many subsequent price reductions.

numbers
don't

lie



When people are selling their house, they loath putting too much money into it, because they feel they

will never see the return on their investment. In some cases, that is true. If you renovate your kitchen

before you sell, you may not get a full return. You will probably lose money. However, renovating the

kitchen (or other improvements) do have significant benefits as well.  The days on the market will

decrease, and the sale's price to list price ratio will almost always be higher in the end.  Improving your

home will never hurt your value.

When It Doesn't Sell, Start Looking Inward

 

On the other hand, a fresh coat of paint in specific areas may allow you to see excellent returns on your

money. There are fixer-uppers out there that sell (generally at a wholesale price), but the type of people

searching for fixer-uppers love finding a great deal, and they may not be willing to pay what you are

wanting. If you are looking to maximize your profit, it is better to target people who are looking for the

convenience of a "turn-key property" and are willing to spend a little bit of extra money to obtain it.As a

general rule of thumb, buyers are lazy.  With over ten years of experience in real estate, I can promise

that buyers are generally beaten down by the end of a home transaction.  So doing work on a home

they purchase becomes less and less of a desirable option in their minds.  Buyers want "turnkey," or as

close to "turn-key" as possible.  I would estimate that fewer than 10% of buyers I represent want to do

much work on a new home.

Work is Needed



Buyers want "turn-key," or as close to "turn-key" as
possible.



YOU aren't
FLEXIBLE ENOUGH

When you are listing your home for sale, it is not going to be convenient.  Agents

will want to show your home at seemingly the most inopportune times.  Get used

to it and accept that fact.  Remember, your mindset should be - We are open for

business!

You're Making it Hard on Buyers

If a house is not being shown to prospects, then

it will not get sold. This is one of the golden rules

of real estate. If you are only showing your

house by appointment or at strict, designated

times, then you may be damaging your

potential to make a sale.  You are making it too

difficult for potential buyers to see your home

and fall in love with it.  If you're guilty of doing

this, you need to ask yourself an honest

question, "do I want to sell his house?"  If you

don't want to sell, that's fine.  But just going

through the motions won't cut it and you're just

wasting everyone's time - including yours.

You're Acting Like You Don't Care if it Sells

Declining showings on your home leave a bad

taste in the mouths of buyers.  Buyers are

emotional, and if you reject their showing, they

take it personally.  They shouldn't, but they do.  I

cannot tell you how many buyers I've had in the

past who will not go back to a home if their

original showing request is declined.



The power of words and photos are incredible. If you are not trained in copywriting, then

you may not be utilizing words that will emotionally resonate with your prospects. If you

are not trained in photography, the pictures of your home may not be optimally displaying

your house.  This stuff matters.

Your Agent Might Not Be Doing Enough

I used to think I took good pictures of homes.  I

have a very nice camera and tripod.

 HOWEVER, professional photographers put my

photos to shame.  I now use professional home

and real estate photographers for every house I

list.  I eat the cost as part of my listing package.  

I cannot urge you strongly enough to get

professional photographs of your listing before

putting it on MLS. Some agents are very guilty

of trying to save a few bucks when they list a

house by still refusing to use professional

photographers.  If you go right now and search

listings online (Zillow, Trulia, Realtor.com, or a

local site), you'll begin to notice the difference

between photographs taken by agents versus

professional pictures.  

They say you never get a second chance to

make a first impression and this could not be

more correct when it comes to online home

listings and photographs in particular.When

your listing is shown side-by-side with

thousands of other listings, you want it to grab

attention.  Nothing hurts your listing like bad

photographs.  

Lack of Social Media

Social media has become a fantastic way to

advertise listings. Everywhere you look today;

you will see people's faces almost lodged into

their cell phones.  Most of the people are

checking out their social media and keeping up

with friends.  Why not place your home right in

front of their eyes and where they're looking

(social media)?

936,000,000 people per day log onto

Facebook.  Why in the world wouldn't you put

your home front & center for that kind of

audience?  I already do this type of social media

marketing for my listings, and I can attest that

the results are nothing short of amazing!



YOUR HOME DID 
NOT SELL BECAUSE
IT WASN'T
MARKETED WELL



next
steps



taking each step seriously will ensure
a successful sale



  Check your ego at the door
and price competitively

In your mind, your home be worth more than

your realtor suggested listing it for, but your

realtor is the pro. You are paying for their

expertise and marketing connections. Sorry, but

the comp prices don’t lie. It is crucial to be

realistic about your expectations. 

Before officially placing your home on the

market, have your realtor review comp listings

with you and prepare yourself for best and

worst cast scenarios. A prospective buyer may

love your home, but if the price is not right, you

aren’t going to close the deal. Buyers need to

feel like they are getting a bargain. Trust your

realtor! A qualified realtor will know how to

properly price your home.

1.

Have a Plan for 
your pets2.

Being an avid animal lover, I cannot understand

those who don’t appreciate furry friends, but

your prospective buyer may be, in fact, turned

off by the thought of animals dwelling in their

future residence. 

This is where I had to get creative. While our

home was on the market, my mother-in-law

fostered our two cats and our dogs were

evicted from the living areas of our home. At

night, the dogs slept in the garage and during

the day, we took them to doggy-daycare. When

we showed the home, we made sure to take

the dogs with us and we removed all signs of

our pets (pet bowls, toys beds). This solution

also made it much easier to keep the home

clean.

Deep Clean
   and Pre-Pack3.

Before placing your home on the market or

taking photos for your listing, do a thorough

deep-clean of your home. Clean the carpets,

scrub the baseboards, remove the cobwebs…

you get the picture. Make sure your home is

squeaky clean. Remove clutter from counter

tops, closets and rooms. 

We even removed some of the clutter from our

garage. We actually payed for a storage unit

and hauled all of the excess items off before we

ever had our first showing.

Take Great Listing
   phtos4.

This is another perk of listing your home with a

realtor. Our realtor actually included beautiful,

professional real estate photos in her fee. Make

sure your realtor will provide professional quality

photos for your listing. 

If not, you may want to consider investing in a

photographer experienced in real estate

photography. With the prevalence of real estate

sites like Realtor and Trulia, you must captivate

your internet audience as this is the vast

majority of buyers. You cannot afford to lose a

buyer before they even step foot in your home.



Selling is so
stressful, I just

want it to be over.



“The Real Property Show” is committed
to teaching you what you need to know
to own quality, high-performing
residential real estate. We take great
pride in providing every one of our
viewers and clients with the knowledge
they need to make solid real estate
decisions whether it is your first home
purchase, an investment property or
anything in between!
Our team will guide you through each
step of the buying and selling process.
At Real Property, we want you to feel
confident in your real estate investment.
Buying a home can be one of life’s
biggest decisions. We are always
expanding our knowledge to prove to
our clients that we are experts in our
local market.
Thank you for trusting us with your
family’s future! 

208.296.7516
info@realpropertytv.com
www.realpropertytv.com

Hello.




